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Our Cover photo is the Best of Show award winning 1967 Chevy Caprice owned by Carl Flick. 

 

The Parting Shot is a 1959 Chevy Kingwood owned by  Brian LaBombard.  

 

Credit for various photos, quotes and misc. information in this issue goes to Chuck Snyder & Eric Josephson. 
  

 

Planning to renew your ISWC membership? Don’t forget the new rates for multiple year renewals. 
 

1 year  - $30.00   

2 years - $55.00   

3 years - $75.00 

All renewals are payable in US funds. 
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The President’s Note 
 

Oh no, another newsletter? I enjoy doing the newsletter, but sometimes I really have to dig to 

find enough material to fill the pages. But not the summer issue of the Talegate. With our annual 

show behind us, I have no shortage of material to fill a newsletter (or maybe even two). The 

Buffalo region proved to be an excellent site for a wagon show. Being close to the border, we 

had numerous entries from Ontario (which is great since we are the International Station 

Wagon Club.) The turnout was great, making it one of our best shows.  

 

At the business meeting a decision was made to commit to the Shenandoah Valley, Virginia for 

the 2020 show and Akron, Ohio for 2021. A hotel search has already begun for Virginia. Being 

familiar with the area, I will help the Board of Directors with a list of possible tours that I am 

familiar with and let them decide what we will be visiting. See you there? 

 

New Members: 

 

Bill & Christine Barry  Rochester, NY   1970 Buick Estate Wagon 

Scott Espinosa   Blasdell, NY   1973 Chevy Impala 

        1976 Chevy Caprice 

Allison Farrugia  Georgetown, ON  1964 Pontiac Safari 

Les & Anthia Graham  Hamilton, ON   1966 Studebaker Wagonaire  

Jim Gudonis   NY    1959 & 1960 Chevy Kingwoods 

        1963 Chevy Belair 

        1965 Chevy Impala 

Hal Lawrence   Grand Island, NY  1996 Buick Estate Wagon 

Don McCullough  St Catherines, ON  No wagons listed 

Dale & Pattie VanSlyke Rochester, NY   1963 Olds Super 88 

        1964 Olds Dynamic 88 

Brian Woods   Shelburn, IN   No wagons listed 

 

 

Hope I didn’t miss anyone. Welcome to the ISWC. Although, we saw several of the wagons in 

Buffalo, let’s hope we see them all at future shows.  

 

Chuck Snyder 

President ISWC    

 



2019 General Membership 

Meeting Minutes 
Recorded by Charles E Snyder II 

 

The meeting was called to order at 9:03 by President Chuck Snyder. Twenty seven (27) members 

were in attendance. The President welcomed those present and offered thanks to the Board of 

Directors and George Holt for their job organizing the event. Tours were enjoyed by all.  

 

Vice President Jeremy Schneider who is also Chief Judge asked for volunteers to be on the field 

all day for judging. He noted that a copy of the judging rules are available if needed.  

 

Historian Eric Josephson who also pens the Haulin’ History section of the quarterly newsletter 

wanted to thank all those offering information and feedback. 

 

Treasurer Ted Sobek provided a copy of the 2018 finances, which is based on the calendar year. 

The ISWC began 2018 with $7940 and ended the year with $8288. The present account balance 

is $9308, but this number will decrease as show expenses are paid.  

 

Old Business: 

 

 The web site is still not operating normally and this year’s event was promoted primarily 

through Facebook. It was noted that we still need to remove the 2018 Facebook page.  

 Steve Peluso noted that we need a link on Facebook for paying dues.  

 It was noted that we still have money allocated for upgrading the website. The plan to 

upgrade the site into a business card style is still valid, but needs to be completed. Ted 

will be working with his computer expert Tyler to get these changes completed in the 

next few months.  

 A motion was made by Steve Peluso to go forward with the work using Tyler. The 

motion was discussed to move forward per President CES guidance. Gary Quinlan 

seconded the motion. All in favor … unanimous.  

 Who are you? Realizing that we had some new faces in the group, a few minutes were 

taken for everyone to introduce themselves. 

 

New Business: 

 

 Steve Peluso noted that we need more promotion, with the focus on next year’s event and 

an earlier notification.  

 Suggestions for 2020 included Virginia, Butler County, PA and Akron, OH.  

 It was noted that the convention committee consists of all previous hosts.  



 Steve Peluso made a  motion for the 2020 show to be in the Shenandoah Valley, VA with 

details to come soon. Claudia Quinlan seconded the motion. All in favor … unanimous.  

 Jeremy Schneider made a motion for the 2021 show to be held in the Akron, Canton area 

of OH. Steve Peluso seconded the motion. All in favor … unanimous.  

 Claudia Quinlan made a motion that the club seek nominations for the 2022 show. Steve 

Peluso seconded the motion. All in favor … unanimous. 

 Molly Polly offered to create a questionnaire asking members for their input.  

 Molly has been very creative and made cookies in the shape of the club logo. Great job. 

Thanks from all.  

 George Holt has created a suggested list of convention duties for the convention 

committee. 

1. Locate a host hotel – since Chuck Snyder has family in the area, he is comfortable 

looking for a hotel in the Valley. 

2. Locate local attractions of interest – Claudia Quinlan has volunteered for this task. 

3. Awards and t-shirts – awards and t-shirts have been handled by the same vendors 

for years. Chuck Snyder will continue to work with these folks to provide these 

items. 

4. Communication and advertising – Chuck Snyder II has volunteered for this task. 

 

Elections: 

 

 Board of Directors incumbents George Holt and Dick Woodside have been unanimously 

re-elected. 

 The Board of Directors voted to keep Jeremy Schneider as Vice President. Jeremy has 

accepted. 

 Steve Peluso was nominated for the office of President. He declined the nomination. 

Chuck Snyder, incumbent President agreed to stay on in that position. A vote was taken 

to allow him to continue in that position. 99% in favor, 1 opposed (Barb Snyder) 

 

General comments:  

 

 Car wash hose will be available at 3 on Friday and 8-11 on Saturday. 

 The lot is partially blocked off. Move your wagons to the show area after the food trucks 

leave. 

 50/50 raffle, door prize and wagon tickets see Claudia Quinlan. 

 Dick Woodside announced that we should arrive at the restaurant about 6:00 and dinner 

will be at 7:00 in the Porta Fino Room. 

 

Steve Peluso made a motion to adjourn. Gary Quinlan seconded. All in favor. 

The meeting was adjourned at 10:55. 



The 16th Annual ISWC Show and Convention 
Buffalo Marriott, Amhearst, NY 

Chuck Snyder 

 

Show and Convention? Show explains itself. That’s when we clean and wax the cars and show 

them off to the public. But Convention? The most appropriate definition is “a meeting or 

assembly of people who share a common 

interest.” In this case the common interest is 

Station Wagons. But that is not all we do. We 

begin with the Tuesday get together dinner. So 

what is Buffalo famous for? Wings!! Louise 

Duffney operated a “gin mill” in Amhearst, NY. 

Known simply as Duff’s, the tavern served up its 

first order of wings in 1969, serving nearly 20 

pounds of wings per week. By 1985 it was 

established that Duff’s wings were indeed 

famous, thus the name Duff’s Famous Wings. 

The photo at right is the original Duff’s, which 

the group visited on Tuesday evening for our 

annual get re-acquainted dinner.  

 

Wednesday had us on the road to a private 

auto collection in Rochester, NY. Having 

difficulty walking, I chose to accept a ride 

with Dan Darling in his Ford Flex. (Nice 

ride!) Although, the collection was 

primarily muscle cars, there was a very 

nice variety. My favorites … the 1956 

Continental and the very unique Crosley 

airport fuel truck. 

 



The annual go-kart challenge was a success, but no photographic evidence has been produced to 

confirm that assertion.  

 

Thursday began with a tour of the Frank 

Lloyd Wright designed Darwin D. Martin 

house located in Buffalo. The home is 

considered to be one of Wright’ finest 

achievements of the Prairie period, which 

was characterized by low, horizontal lines 

blending with flat landscape surrounding. 

The structures were built around a central 

chimney (or in this case several) with 

large open spaces as opposed to strictly 

defined rooms. Having worked in 

engineering most of my working life, I 

have a great appreciation for the creativity              David D Martin house post card 

of Wright and his team of designers. 

Considering that the Martin House was designed in the early 1900’s, it amazes me that even 

today, architects are still influenced by these early designs.  

 

Next it was on to the Erie County Naval and Military Park. Our tour took us onto the USS The 

Sullivans, which was named after the 5 Sullivan brothers who lost their lives during the battle for 

the Soloman Islands during World War II. Contrary to popular belief, all five brothers were 

permitted to serve together on the USS Juneau, which was sunk during that battle. The Sullivans 

is a Fletcher class destroyer, which was commissioned on April 4, 1943. It saw action in WWII, 

the Korean War, the Cuban Blockade and rescue efforts for the submarine the USS Thresher. It 

was decommissioned in 1965. 

 

The tour continued through the USS Little Rock, a light cruiser of the Cleveland class and the 

only survivor of what was once the largest class of war time cruisers. Commissioned on June 17, 

1945, it served as the flagship for the Second and Sixth Fleets. It was later converted to a guided 

missile cruiser before being decommissioned in November 1976. The submarine, the USS 

Croaker was the next stop. 

 

Unfortunately, our tour ran out of time and the sub tour had to be canceled. (I probably asked too 

many questions. Having been in the Army, I have almost no knowledge of Naval vessels.)  

 

Next stop, the Original Anchor Bar in downtown Buffalo. Some fond memories here. Barb’s 

sister lived in Buffalo in the early 70’s and the Anchor Bar was one of our brother-in-laws 

favorite stops almost 50 years ago. Not much has changed at the Anchor. 

 



So now we have gone from Duff’s Famous  

Wings to the Original Buffalowing. Since I  

don’t eat wings, I have to wonder what the  

difference is between Famous and Original  

Wings? 

 

While at the Anchor our wagons got several good 

comments. And of course we invited the curious to 

visit the Saturday show.  

 

Thursday evening, our wagons were invited to a  

street dance and car show in Youngstown, NY, but  

the weatherman was calling for rain all evening.  

The general consensus was to cancel, but a few hard core wagoneers decided to make the 

journey. Dan Darling and his daughter Molly were the first to arrive. Spanky rode with me. Mike 

and Judy Qualle followed along. A short time later John Maier arrived. Our 4 wagons were 

joined by a local driving a Falcon Futura wagon. Although dampened by the rain, the event 

attracted perhaps 15 cars. Vendors provided pony rides for the kids. Music was ongoing and lots 

of food was available. A good time was had by those in attendance. 

 

Friday began with the annual business meeting, which may have broken all records when it 

concluded after almost 2 hours. Then it was off to the die cast store. Six very large adults piled 

into John Maier’s Vista Cruiser for the ten minute ride. When we arrived we found others from 

our group had the same idea. I was a bit disappointed when I saw that everything was crammed 

into a converted home, but the quantity and uniqueness of the merchandise made up for the tight 

quarters. I left with 1 wagon, 1 hearse and 1 ambulance. (Or was there more?) 

 

The day was still young and since the Pierce Arrow Museum would not allow tours on 

Wednesday or Thursday, several chose to visit Friday afternoon. Known for manufacturing 

several products, the company is best remembered for their line of luxury automobiles which 



were built from 1901 to 1938. During that 

period, the company did produce a few 

station wagons. An outstanding example 

is the 1934 Cantrell built Pierce Arrow 

wagon owned by Melvin J Smith of New 

Hampshire, which won the Ansul Adams 

award at the 2010 Pebble Beach 

Concours. Could that be a Pierce Arrow 

trailer in tow?    

                                                                            Photo by justacarguy 

 

I have seen the 1933 Pierce Silver Arrow before, but I continue to be amazed at the styling and 

innovation. Designer Phil Wright was given the task to “Design a car that couldn’t be ignored.” 

A V-12 engine, headlights integrated into the front fenders, spare tires hidden in compartments 

behind the front wheels, door handles recessed flush with the doors, fender skirts, and the 

absence of running boards. The small triangular rear windows which are incorporated into the 

fastback design are useless to the driver, but provide a perfect addition to the character of the car.  
 

The backdrop to the car is an excellent match, a 

Frank Lloyd Wright designed gas station, which 

Wright described as “an ornament to the 

pavement.” Plans were created for the station in 

1927, with a proposed location at the corner of 

Michigan Avenue and Cherry Street in downtown 

Buffalo, just a few blocks away from the station’s 

present location in the museum. Unfortunately, it 

was never built. The non working replica found 

in the Pierce Arrow Museum was constructed 

according to Wright’s original plans. The station 

features a second story observation room complete              Pierce Arrow Museum photo             

with a fireplace, rest-rooms, overhead gravity feed  

gas distribution and attendant quarters with yet another fireplace. Atop the building is a stylized 

Tydol sign suspended from 2 – 45 foot “totems.” 



Back to the hotel, just in time for Food Truck Friday in the hotel parking lot. I didn’t try any of 

the truck food. Others did and the comments were mixed. Along with the food, live music was 

provided by a local band. Not bad. John Maier and I sat through the entire set. A good time.  

 

Saturday morning breakfast was quick. I wanted to get to the car wash station early. Not a 

problem. There was room for two and only one car was there. A quick wash and dry and it was 

on to the show field. I really don’t spend too much time detailing my wagon. Since I have taken 

on the task of DJ, I have lots of prep work to do prior to the show. Since we were so far from the 

power source, Dan Darling offered to move his motor home onto the show field. Using his 

generator power I was able to power up using one short cord. Thanks for the power Dan. 

 

Our designated location in the parking lot 

placed us adjacent to Millersport 

Highway. Perfect location! We like 

visibility and the location provided plenty. 

George Holt offered to hang the club sign 

from his pop-up. Thanks George. 

 

It was a great day for a show. Although it 

was a bit windy, we had clear skys and 

sun. Throughout the day a total of 45 

wagons were on the lot. We had 14 non 

members on site for show only.                  

 

Dinner was held at Orazio's by Zarcone in Clarence, about a 10 minute drive from the hotel. 

Apetizers, an Italian buffet and dessert were provided. Vice President and Chief Judge Jeremy 

Schneider presented the awards.  

 

 

Thanks to all who were responsible for this year’s show and all who participated. Let’s hope next 

year is just as good. 

 

 
Member Clint Blosser says there is a new wagon book on the market “Looking Backward.” 

You can find it at www.wagonbook.com. If you haven’t seen it yet, check it out. It looks like a 

good one to add to your wagon book collection. 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.wagonbook.com/


BEST OF SHOW 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This year’s Best of Show award 

went to Carl Flick of Alden, NY 

who presented his 1967 Chevy 

Caprise in the Restored class. Our 

Best of Show award goes to the 

highest scoring wagon with all 

classes included.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

PRESIDENTS AWARD 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The President’s Award was 

presented to Brian LaBombard and 

his Restored class 1959 Chevy 

Kingswood. Check out the back 

side of ’59 in the Parting Shot.  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 



 

 

LATE MODEL UNRESTORED 
 

 

 

Late Model Unrestored describes 

any wagon, which is 25 years old 

or newer and is in the Unrestored 

class. First place in this category 

went to George Holt and his 1996 

Buick Roadmaster Limited Estate 

wagon. In case you are wondering 

what the sign says ….. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Also included on the information card, George 

goes on to tell the cars history and provides a list 

of all the options for the Roadmaster. The last of 

the big wagons cost between $25,000 & $27,000 

when new, a hefty price for 1996.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Second place in the Late Model 

Unrestored class was won by 

Robert and Lee Jacoby with their 

1997 Ford Taurus GL. A quick 

comparison shows that the Taurus 

sold for $20,195 when new.  

 

Only two wagons were judged in 

this category. 

 



 

EARLY UNRESTORED 
 

Early Unrestored includes all 

unrestored wagons over 25 years 

old (antiques). First place in this 

class was won by a very nice 1977 

Ford LTD Country Squire owned 

by David and Jean Snyder. The car 

has a very interesting history, 

which I will not go into at this 

time. But if you get a chance, the 

Snyders just might tell you. 

 

 

 

Nancy and Dick Woodside 

provided us with our second place 

winner, their 1977 Chrysler Town 

and Country. I am typically not a 

fan of white vehicles, but this one 

is a keeper. Perhaps the wood 

grain is all that is needed to break 

up the white. Add to that the 

fender skirts and the wider white 

walls and you have a very nice 

complete package. 

 

 

The third place winning 1974 

Mercury Montego Villager MX,  

belongs to Chuck and Barb 

Snyder. (I wonder if I could move 

up in the standings if I added 

fender skirts and wider white 

walls?) 

 

 

 

 

 



RESTORED 
 

 

 

 

 

Allison Farrugia’s 1964 Pontiac 

Parisiene received the first place 

award. Allison is a newcomer to 

the club and comes from 

Georgetown, Ontario. Welcome to 

the club and congratulations on 

your first award. Hope to see this 

again in the future. 

 

 

 

 

 

John Maier of Arlington Heights, 

IL (Chicago) won second place 

with his 1967 Oldsmobile Vista 

Cruiser. (Yes, six overly full sized 

adults can ride somewhat 

comfortably in the Olds.) Thanks 

for the ride John. 

 

                                                   

 

This 1966 Studebaker Wagonaire 

belonging to another newcomer, 

Les and Anthia Graham, took the 

third place award. The Grahams 

hail from Hamilton, Ontario. 

Welcome to the Grahams and hope 

to see you again at a future show. 

It is quite unusual to see a 

Wagonaire. We had two at this 

year’s event. 

 



Modified 
 

 

 

 

 

Kurt Decker’s 1969 Chrysler 

Town and Country is always a 

crowd pleaser with its air brushed 

wood grain. First place in the 

modified class went to Kurt.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Second place Modified was the 

1974 Pontiac Grand Safari shown 

by Gary and Claudia Quinlan.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

People’s Choice 
 

Les and Anthia Graham’s 1966 

Studebaker Wagonaire, complete 

with rear entry ladder was voted 

the winner of the People’s Choice 

award.  

 

 

 

 



I have to ask … how many people 

would be smiling after winning 

the Hard Luck Award? The 

Holt’s ‘96 Roadmaster fan shroud 

came lose on the trip to Buffalo. 

Quite ironic that George came up 

with the buffalo towing the wagon 

logo. Perhaps a premonition of 

things to come? A quick repair 

and they were “on the road again.” 

(Almost sounds like a good name 

for a country song.) 

 

 

 

 

 

Mike and Judy Qualle qualify for 

a little extra space for taking the 

time and effort to set up the 

Camp-O-Tel on the roof of their 

1964 Ford Country Squire. The 

tent is always an attention grabber, 

with space for six, a working 

shower and even a toilet.  

 

No prize for the Camp-O-Tel, but 

the Ford won the Diamond in the 

Rough award.  

 

We can’t let them off that easily. 

The Qualles traveled 947 miles in 

the Squire from Dresser, WI to 

qualify for the Longest Distance 

Traveled award. 

 

 

 

 

 



HAULIN’ HISTORY 

By Eric Josephson, ISWC Historian 

Summer 2019 

 

Feature Wagon: Daredevil’s Delight 

Evel Knievel’s 1971 Cadillac Fleetwood El Deora,  

Now Owned by Mark DeMarco 

 

Evel Knievel was one of the world’s most famous daredevils, remembered for his spectacular 

motorcycle jumps. 

 

He was born Robert Craig Knievel on October 17, 1938 in Butte, Montana. When he was eight 

years old, famed auto stunt driver Joie Chitwood and his “hell drivers” came to town to perform. 

Intrigued by what he saw, the young Knievel knew from that day on what he wanted to do for a 

living. 

 

As a teenager, he quit high school and was hired by the Anaconda Mining Company, where he 

worked as a diamond drill operator and later ran an earth mover, with which he popped a wheelie, 

causing a power outage that lasted for several hours; he was consequently fired. In 1956, he crashed 

his motorcycle and was arrested and put in jail for reckless driving. He was placed in a cell adjacent 

to that of another prisoner known as William “Awful” Knofel, and before long his own name 

would be patterned in similar fashion. 

 

In 1959, he married his first wife, Linda Joan Bork, with whom he had two sons and two daughters. 

After working a variety of jobs to support his family, he began to pursue his dream in earnest, only 

with motorcycles instead of cars. 

 

It all began in 1965 in Moses Lake, Washington (where he moved his family), when he made a 

40-foot jump on a 350cc Honda Scrambler over a 20-foot-long box of rattlesnakes and two 

mountain lions; although he struck the top of the box with the rear wheel and came out of it with 

a sprained ankle, the feat was a success. The following year, in Barstow, California, he tried 

jumping spread-eagle over a speeding motorcycle in midair, but the motorcycle struck him, 

resulting in a groin injury. He soon turned to jumping over cars, and with each successful jump he 

would raise the bar, working his way up to sixteen cars by May 1967. At the end of that same year, 

he jumped the fountains of Caesar’s Palace in Las Vegas, crashing on the landing, and landing in 

the hospital for nearly a month. This jump measured 141 feet and the footage, produced by actor 

John Derek and filmed by his then-wife Linda Evans, was later purchased by ABC for use on 

ABC’s Wide World of Sports. Shortly afterward, he raised his ambitions further, setting his sights 

on jumping across the Grand Canyon. In February 1971, performing in Ontario, California, he 

jumped nineteen cars, setting a new world record that stood until 1998, but soon had to abandon 

all plans of jumping the Grand Canyon, as negotiations with the U.S. Department of the Interior 

came to naught. He thus turned his attention instead to jumping the Snake River Canyon in Idaho, 

which he arranged in 1974, with the steam-powered rocket Skycycle X-2. The rocket made it over 

the canyon but was blown back onto the side of the launch, nearly landing in the river; he escaped 



with only minor injuries. In 1975, after an unsuccessful jump at Wembley Stadium in London, he 

announced he was retiring, but returned to action later that year, successfully clearing fourteen 

Greyhound buses at Kings Island near Cincinnati, Ohio, which was broadcast on Wide World of 

Sports, attracting the largest audience the show ever got. His last major event came in Chicago in 

1977, when, inspired by the film Jaws, he proposed jumping a tank full of thirteen sharks; he crash-

landed on a practice run, injuring himself and a cameraman, but the display did inspire a famous 

episode of Happy Days in which Fonzie successfully jumps over a shark on water skis. Over the 

course of his career, Evel Knievel attempted more than 75 jumps, mostly with his Harley-Davidson 

XR-750, and endured dozens of injuries along the way. 

 

Knievel had two major films made about him, both self-titled. In the first, released in 1971, he was 

portrayed by actor George Hamilton; the second premiered on TNT in 2004. The former film 

popularized his nickname “The Last Gladiator”, which had been quoted in an article on him in the 

January 1970 issue of Esquire magazine, and inspired the title of a documentary Knievel himself 

produced in 1988, Last of the Gladiators; another documentary, Absolute Evel: The Evel Knievel 

Story, was produced in 1996. The Ideal Toy Company also cashed in on his fame, as many boys 

had fun with the action figures and related toys, including the Stunt Cycle, that the company 

modeled after him. He was inducted into the Motorcycle Hall of Fame in 1999. 

 

He also owned some very interesting and 

unusual automobiles, one of which is our 

Feature Wagon for 2019, shown at the 

sixteenth annual ISWC convention at the 

Marriott Buffalo Niagara Hotel in Amherst, 

New York. In 1971, he bought a new 

Cadillac Fleetwood El Deora station wagon 

(not to be confused with Eldorado). This is 

one of just nine built by a special projects 

operation within the Cadillac Division of 

General Motors that produced customs, 

coaches, ambulances, funeral cars, etc., with 

the cooperation of GM Bodyworks and 

Fisher Body. In September 1976, the wagon 

was put up for auction through Kruse 

Auctions and was sold to James Jackson of 

Bluffton, Indiana. In 2017, it was purchased 

by its third owner, Mark DeMarco of 

Niagara Falls, Ontario, Canada. 

 

The El Deora is painted yellow to match a 

leather outfit Knievel often wore, and is also 

highlighted by a heavy chrome molding 

around the upper border of the eggcrate 

grille, a brown grained vinyl top, a strip of 

woodgrain along each bodyside, and a 

brown interior with leather upholstery. It is 



equipped with a roof rack, a rear-facing third 

seat, footrests for second-seat passengers, 

and a two-way tailgate with a step cut into 

the bumper. It still wears its original bias-ply 

tires and vintage Montana plates, the front 

one reading “EVEL”. It packs a 472-cid, 

350-horse V-8 with Hydra-Matic, and at the 

time of the show, the wagon had logged just 

36,111 original miles. Being very 

superstitious, Knievel also kept a horseshoe 

underneath the front seat, which Mark 

showed me. Celebrities who have owned 

some of the other eight El Deoras include Elvis Presley, Dick Clark, Jackie Gleason and “Colonel” 

Harland Sanders. Mark personally met Evel Knievel on June 2, 1974 and opened the Evel Knievel 

Motorcycle Museum in Niagara Falls in 1996. (A similar museum is located in Topeka, Kansas.) 

Other vehicles Knievel owned included a 1974 Cadillac Coupe DeVille pickup and a Stutz 

Blackhawk. 

 

A man who tested the limits of human capability as few men have ever done, Evel Knievel was 

finally overcome by pulmonary disease on November 30, 2007 at the age of 69. His Harley can 

now be found at the Smithsonian, and his son Robbie Knievel has kept his legacy alive, becoming 

a talented stunt performer in his own right. Given that this was a man who was not afraid to attempt 

the impossible, it’s not surprising he would go for a wagon that would have been impossible for 

almost anyone else to get. And thanks to James Jackson and Mark DeMarco, we still have this and 

many other treasures to remember him by. 
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Activities 

 

June 23 to 27, 2020 ISWC 2020 Convention and Show, Shenandoah Valley, VA  

Lots of history and old cars in the Shenandoah Valley. We are 

looking for a site in the area extending from Winchester, VA, 

south to Staunton, VA.  I know the area, but if you have a site that 

might work, let me know. Chuck Snyder cesmurf10@aol.com 

June 22 to 26, 2021  ISWC 2021 Convention and Show, Akron, OH area. 

 

Want Ads 

 

We still have club merchandise for sale.  

mailto:cesmurf10@aol.com


2019 show t-shirts   XXL sand, 4 available,  $18.00 each and $2.50 shipping. 

2018 Dayton t-shirts   2018 and 2017 t-shirts  $10 each and $2.50 shipping. 

XXL blue, 1 available,  XXL lavender, 2 available,  XL white, 1 

available,  L blue and L grey, 1 each available.  

2017 Pocono t-shirts  XL tan, 1 available,  L green, 1 available.  

Club logo pocket t-shirt  L tan, 1 available, $15 each and $2.50 shipping. 

Club logo no pocket t-shirt Any size $15 each and $2.50 shipping. 

    XXL tan, 1 available.  

    XL tan, 2 available. 

    L tan, 4 available. 

    M tan, 3 available. 

Club golf shirts   XXL tan, 1 available, $20 each and $2.50 shipping. 

    XL tan, 3 available, $20 each and $2.50 shipping. 

ISWC window stickers $2.50 each includes shipping. (unlimited quantity) 

 

Parting Shot 

 


